
The excellence of detergency



OLÈ RESSENZA is an innovative, highly effi-
cient formulation used by cleaning profes-
sionals to be used in any environment.
It includes all the features of the previous 
“Essence” line with the additional sanitizing 
function. Thanks to the new and sophistica-
ted composition, it has a high power in the 
removal of germs and bacteria*.
With five distinct functions, it PERFUMES, 
DEODORIZES environments, SANITIZES, 
CLEANSES, DUSTES surfaces. The unique, 
original and long-lasting fragrances with 
intoxicating bouquets contain the FRE-
SHNESS of flowers, the TASTE of spices and 
all the SWEETNESS of ripe fruit; characteri-

zed by COLORS, made to give PLEASANT 
scent sensations, they create the right atmo-
sphere for WELL-BEING in the environments 
experienced daily. It is not easy to describe 
the various notes that make up each fragran-
ce; our experience leads us to say that every 
person FALLS IN LOVE with one or more 
perfumes that make up the OLÈ RESSENZA 
line and that is why, in order to satisfy the 
many “TASTES and FEELINGS”, we MAKE 
them with all COLORS.

*Mechanical removal of germs and bacteria.
It is not a biocide, it is a sanitizing detergent.

New formula with sanitizer: it removes germs and bacteria*



Sprinkle
in your world

fantastic
freshness!

The balanced formula and the special raw 
materials contained give OLÈ RESSENZA a 
long persistence in the environments where it 
is used and, thanks to its high concentration, 
it leaves a heady scent in the environment 
that eliminates all unpleasant odors present. 
It is advisable not to mix each OLÈ RESSEN-
ZA reference with other colors for a period of 
at least 15 days; then alternate it with other 
OLÈ colors so that the sense of smell does 
not become accustomed to the same smell. 
OLÈ RESSENZA can be used on surfaces 
in Marble, Ceramic, Klinker, Linoleum also 
waxed, Resin, Wood and Parquet treated 
with natural or synthetic waxes. The constan-
tly treated surfaces obtain a non-slipping 
glossy effect. OLÈ RESSENZA has an antista-
tic action that thins out the dust.

Physical Properties / Characteristics



FORMULATED
SUPER CONCENTRATED

5 IN 1

to deodorize the rooms
• nebulize as it is in the environment upwards

• spray in corners, in the waste paper bin, in the 
dustbin, on carpets

• it is ideal in radiator humidifiers and ashtrays

• it can be used in essence burners and to revive 
potpourri

• wet a cloth or paper and place it on the 
radiators or dashboards

• recharge the automatic room or car diffusers

• pour a few ml into the tray or onto the filter of 
the vacuum cleaners

1 It smells



to sanitize surfaces
• Sprayed once on a cloth to sanitize and remove 

germs and bacteria * from frequently handled 
furniture, furnishings and objects.

* Mechanical removal of germs and bacteria. It is 
not a biocide,

 it is a sanitizing detergent.

2 it sanitizes

to wash any hard surface
• make 1 or 2 sprays in a 5-liter bucket of 

water, then wash the surfaces manually

• pour a small amount of product directly 
on the surfaces then spread it with a damp 
cloth

• Olè Ressenza can be added to the 
detergent solution and also to the 
washer-dryer trays, to increase the 
fragrance

4 it cleanses

to quickly eliminate unpleasant odors from 
environments
• nebulize and quickly eliminate unpleasant 

odors created when frying, when the room 
smells of smoke, in homes where there are 
animals, in public bathrooms

• pour a few drops directly into the sinks and 
showers drains

• spray directly into the toilet bowl

3 it deodorizes

for dusting and removing dust from 
surfaces with antistatic action
• moisten a cotton cloth with Olè Ressenza 

and wipe it on the surfaces (desks, tables, 
furniture, doors, fixtures)

• for floors and large surfaces spray directly 
on the mop or on the cloth / mop then 
proceed with the dusting

5 it dusts



23 inimitable fragrances
in 3 exclusive lines

Hypoallergenic line
Mix of fragrances created exclusively

from noble and carefully selected raw materials

Luxury Line
Highly concentrated precious and intoxicating essences

make the Luxury line unique and exclusive

Classic Line
All our Essences contain know-how

and the mastery of Italian excellence



The result of advanced research and development in our 
laboratories, it reduces the consumption of obsolete 
chemical products and is environmentally friendly:
bottle with up to 50% recycled plastic

Packaging for eco-sustainability 
with low environmental impact

TRIGGER >PP 5< 
BOTTLE >HDPE 2< 

LABELS >PE<

PLASTIC
WASTE

OESTAZ209 AZZURRA 12 8004971752090 E860-W074-700V-XNN0 08004971122091

OESTVE211 VERDE 12 8004971752113 2R50-V02R-D00W-YM4M 08004971122114

OESTFU212 FUCSIA  12 8004971752120 SW40-T05S-A00Y-C69Y 08004971122121

OESTLI213 LILLA 12 8004971752137 EH60-E09A-500C-XPD6 08004971122138

OESTAM214 AMBRA 12 8004971752144 6550-A07Y-800F-C725 08004971122145

OESTGI210 GIALLA 12 8004971752106 9T40-90GD-100F-QUQW 08004971122107

OESTRO216 ROSA 12 8004971752168 HM60-W0YQ-F00V-K0Y8 08004971122169

OESTBI215 BIANCA 12 8004971752151 PF60-W0KW-U00V-8AT4 08004971122152

OESTOC208 OCRA 12 8004971752083 4P50-C0DC-300E-A8JJ 08004971122084

OESTPO207 PORPORA 12 8004971752077 F850-T0XC-J00X-0JN7 08004971122077

OESTBL205 BLUE 12 8004971752052 UX50-V0FJ-000W-999R 08004971122053

OESTRS206 ROSSA 12 8004971752063 4E50-U0A5-500X-A7TC 08004971122060

OLÈ RESSENZA 750 ML
REFERENCES

CODES
CLASSIC LINE

PIECES
PER BOX

BOTTLE
EAN CODE

ITF BOX
CODEUFI CODE

PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION
Super-concentrated aqueous mixture of natural and synthetic 
organic substances with polyvalent function. To be used for 
cleaning, desodorizing, perfuming and removing dust from 
environments and surfaces. The product incorporates the 
provisions of the Regulations (EC) 1272/2008 (CLP) (and 
subsequent amendments and adjustments). The product has 
a Safety Data Sheet (SDS) compliant with the provisions of 

Regulation (EC) 1907/2006 (and subsequent amendments 
and adjustments), to be requested from the e-mail address: 
customerservice@rubinochem.it, or to be downloaded direct-
ly from our WEB site: www.rubinochem.it.

PACKAGES
750 ml HDPE bottles with trigger, no gas, convenient and 
compact. Boxes of 12 pcs. monoreference.

OESTSC217 SCARLATTA 12 8004971752175 0660-D0HQ-X00D-9A1X 08004971122176

OESTEC218 ECRU 12 8004971752182 PA50-A0MR-V00E-PW79 08004971122183

OESTBO219 BORDEAUX 12 8004971752199 UK50-U0PX-S00W-NWYG 08004971122190

OLÈ RESSENZA 750 ML
REFERENCES

PIECES
PER BOX

BOTTLE
EAN CODE

CODES
HYPOALLERGENIC LINE

ITF BOX
CODEUFI CODE

OESLTDIA224 DIAMOND 12 8004971752243 3R40-S0SY-Q00Y-1H4U 08004971122244

OESLTSAP227 SAPPHIRE  12 8004971752274 R050-90V5-N00F-1HW1 08004971122275

OESLTEME228 EMERALD  12 8004971752281 FQ60-E0P3-S00C-8CJA 08004971122282

OESLTRUB225 RUBY  12 8004971752250 E060-D04X-A00D-YMVT 08004971122251

OESLTTOP226 TOPAZ 12 8004971752267 P250-T0JJ-X00X-PVG3 08004971122268

OESLTAME229 AMETHYST  12 8004971752298 CC60-D0WH-J00D-M072 08004971122299

OESLTHEL230 HELIODOR  12 8004971752304 4S60-X0CH-200U-WQ4D 08004971122305

OESLTACQ232 ACQUAMARINA  12 8004971752328 CV60-F01W-D00C-K1QF 08004971122329

OLÈ RESSENZA 750 ML
REFERENCES

CODES
LUXURY LINE

PIECES
PER BOX

BOTTLE
EAN CODE

ITF BOX
CODE

UFI CODE

PIECES PER BOX
12

BOX DATA BOX DIMENSIONS (HxLxP mm)
308x304x227

GROSS WEIGHT (kg.)
10,00

DATA PALLET
GROSS WEIGHT

(kg.)
600,00

DIMENSIONS
HxLxP (cm)

180x80x120

BOXES PER
LAYER

12

NUMBERS
LAYERS

5

BOXES
NUMBERS

60

PIECES PER
PALLET

720



Since 1960, the history of two generations united by the 
ability to continuously understand and implement the 
changes imposed by the dynamics of the market and the 
evolution of consumers with the coherence and fortitude 
deriving from the ethical approach that must never 
change. Rubino Chem srl respects the criteria of sustai-
nability, minimizing the environmental, economic and 
social impact. Always able to produce and develop high 
quality chemical formulations, it is present on the natio-
nal and international market.

FATTI DI QUALITA’

www.rubinochem.it
MADE IN ITALY

Via Vigili del Fuoco Caduti in Servizio, 14/s - 70026 Modugno (BA) - Italy
Tel. +39.080.5035348 - Fax +39.080.5008545
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